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HarperCollins Publishers Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Antigone: A New
Translation, Sophocles, Robert Bagg, The final chapter of Sophocles' classic Oedipus cycle,
"Antigone" epitomizes the clash between law, social obligations, familial duty, and the honor of the
gods. Oedipus' sons have slain each other on the battlefield, but Kreon, their uncle and Thebes' new
ruler, has decreed that only Eteokles be buried. Polyneikes will be left to rot - the greatest dishonor
imaginable for a Greek warrior. When their sister Antigone, however, attempts to see Polyneikes
properly honored, she garners a death sentence for breaking Kreon's edict. Neither she nor Kreon's
son Haemon can convince Kreon to reconsider, forcing the blind prophet Tiresias to reveal the
terrible legacy that Kreon's hubris will bring to Thebes. Yet by then it is too late - Thebes will run
with the blood of its ill-fated royal family, their fate for those who would act against the will of the
gods. "Antigone" is Sophocles' classic investigation of the fallout that occurs when pride
overwhelms social dignity - in Kreon's case - and when passion overwhelms perseverance - in
Antigone's case. This phenomenal translation by Robert Bagg achieves an accurate but idiomatic
rendering...
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ReviewsReviews

It in one of the best book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's
what catalogues are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Dr . K r istin Dickens-- Dr . K r istin Dickens

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in easy terms instead of di icult to understand. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
advised this publication to find out.
-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I
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